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Jeffrey Ashton weighs in on civil citations: Letters
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Letters: State Attorney Jeffrey Ashton supports civil citations for juveniles' minor offenses.

MARCH 31, 2016

ivil citations give kids second chance

Thanks to the Orlando Sentinel for the recent editorial endorsing the use of civil citations for children who commit minor offenses

("Cite, don't arrest kids who act up," Friday).

As the chief law-enforcement officer for Orange and Osceola counties, I wholeheartedly support civil citations for juveniles and, since

taking office in 2013, have encouraged law-enforcement agencies to do the same.

Among the most recent outreach efforts our office has done on this front was to host a roundtable with law-enforcement agencies and

Orange County Schools Superintendent Barbara Jenkins. We discussed strategies to reduce disproportionate disciplining, which

impacts achievement gaps. One of those strategies is civil citations. By enhancing the use of civil citations, and being consistent with

the statutory revisions that went into effect this year, we can lessen the criminalization of minor misconduct — particularly as it relates

to younger students.
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In 2012, only 17 citations were issued. With community support and great collaboration from law enforcement, the number of citations

being issued since then has increased dramatically. More than 190 were issued in 2013; and 470 were issued in 2014. Numbers for

2015 are not yet available.

None of us wants to see a 10-year-old in handcuffs. A child's future should not be jeopardized for a one-time foolish act. Civil citations

are an effective avenue to provide reasonable punishment as well as a second chance for deserving youth.

Jeffrey L. Ashton state attorney, Ninth Judicial Circuit

Easter egg insight

Tuesday letter-writer Lou Anne King's recounting what a woman said to her at the Winter Park egg hunt is an interesting path to where

our country is heading:

"... [T]hose who get a lot of eggs shouldn't be expected to give up theirs just because others didn't get very many."
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Let's see: I have mine; who cares about yours? That's some philosophy to teach your kids. What kind of thinking does that lead us to? I

have medical insurance; I don't care about your problems. Lesbians, gays, bisexuals and transgender people are not like me; I don't

care if we treat them as second-class citizens. I want you to follow what I believe; I don't care about your beliefs.

Our basic system in this country seems to be headed more in that direction. Politicians lead the way; they don't have to follow all the

laws they pass, and they try to bypass the ones they don't like. Who cares about the public?

They are closely followed by the political-party-radicalized public, who believes there is only one way — far right or far left. It's a sad

commentary for what we are becoming.

Bill Kahn Maitland

Hospital infections

Florida health initiatives should be commended for their role in the 42 percent decline in tuberculosis cases in Florida over the past

decade.

This should also be a time to reflect on other ways we can prevent dangerous and unnecessary infections. The Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention's most recent report on health-care-acquired infections, those which occur during medical treatment, showed

Florida hospitals have done much better than their national peers.

But there is more work to be done. In particular, rates of the dangerous MRSA infection have been increasing. The success Florida has

had combating tuberculosis should be used to show that common-sense medical hygiene in hospitals as well as measures to ensure that

patients take their full treatment can protect those who are vulnerable in hospitals.

Ryan Hopkins Winter Park
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